Heat transfer in the air gap of a vertical flat plat thermal solar collector containing partitions attached to its glazing has been studied numerically. The absorber and the glazing are kept at constant and different temperatures, while the vertical walls (insulation) were kept adiabatically. A conjugate formulation was used for mathematical formulation of the problem and a computer program based on the control volume approach and the simpler algorithm was used. The main aim of the current paper is to study numerically the effects of number of fins and their length on the air pattern and heat transfer. Experimental results showed that interesting phenomena happened, especially in the heat transfer process. It was observed that the heat transfer rate through the air gap is affected greatly and can be controlled by the number of attached fins to the glazing of the solar collector as well as the fin lengths, and the addition of partitions reduces the heat losses by convection by 60%. This study will brings good advantages for further uses, especially related to the heat transfer phenomena in the solar applications.
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INTRODUCTION
In order to improve the performance of the flat plat thermal solar collector, many researchers offer several techniques. One of these techniques that must be simple and less expensive is when adding system by cells anti-loss attached to the glazing of the solar collector. The objective of these partitions is to prevent convective movements of the air in the air gap of the collector; the purposes of this work are to study the influence of these partitions on the heat transfer in the collector, and to determine the number and the optimal length.
Several studies have been made. The studies (Amraqui et al., 2011) , indicate that the increase in the number of partitions reduces the heat transfer to the outside. (Bahlaoui et al., 2008) , have studied numerically the natural convection coupled with the radiation in a rectangular cavity partitioned, they are interested in the influence of some parameters on the heat transfer as the value of the emissivity of surfaces, the location of the partition, and its height, its thickness is negligible. They reached that the presence of the radiation effects causes a good homogenization of the temperature and that the increase of parameters: height of partition Lp and the emissivity causes a decrease in the thermal transfer Ramon. Experimental and numerical studies in heat transfer (Sacadura, 1980; Spalding et al., 1972; Amraqui, 2009 , Davis, 1983 , have been done by several researchers. (Frederick, 1989) has studied numerically the natural convection in aninclined square enclosure with partitions attached to its cold wall with Rayleigh number 10 -10 , he reached that the partition causes convection suppression, and heat transfer reductions of up to 47% relative to the undivided cavity at the same Rayleigh number. Heat transfer reduction depends on Rayleigh number, partition length and inclination. For long partitions, transition to bicellulaire flow occurs. At high Rayleigh numbers the heat transfer reduction is affected by secondary buoyancy forces, generated by the partition. (Khansila et al., 2014) , have studied numerically the natural convection in a square enclosure heated from bellow contained two partitions attached to its hot wall, they have studied the effect of a high location of the partition. The results are presented in forms of streamlines, isotherms and heat lines. It can be found that the flow field is single cell when the height of the partitions is less than 0.5. The flow field and heat transfer increase when the value of Darcy number is increased. (Zemani et al., 2014) have studied the effect of Partial Partitions on natural convection in air filled cubical enclosure with hot wavy surface, the geometry is a cube with wavy hot surface (three undulations) and three partitions the study showed that these partitions caused decrease of up 40% in the heat transfer with respect to the case at the same Rayleigh number. Also the increase of the high of partitions causes a decrease in the average Nusselt number. (Yousefi et al., 2011) , have studied the effect of the partition inclination on the natural convection in a square enclosure, it was found that the maximum and minimum heat transfer occurs at the partition angle of 45° and 15° respectively. (Koca et al., 2013) , have studied the effect of the thermal conductivity and the thickness of the partition in a square enclosure, It is found that both heat transfer and flow strength strongly depend on the thermal conductivity ratio of the solid material of partition and Rayleigh numbers. Also, thickness ratio is important for higher Rayleigh numbers. Jamal Hameed Waheb et al [18] , have studied the natural convection in a rectangular enclosure containing two inclined partitions, the effect of the inclination of partition is studied, the results show that the maximum heat transfer rate occur at (45°) for each partition. It is more than the non-partitioned case by 1.15%. The minimum heat transfer rate occur at (90°) for each partition. It is less than the nonpartitioned case by 53%. (Haghighi et al., 2014) , have studied the effect of length and location of a vertical partition in a square Cavite, the location is taken for aspect rations from 1 to 4, it is found that the presence of the partition can more effectively reduce heat transfer when it is vertically fixed on the top or bottom wall; except for a shorter horizontal partition, which can cause slightly more heat transfer reduction when located close to the mid-height of a square cavity as compared to an equivalent vertical case. (Khatamifara et al., 2016) , they have studied the effect of the thickness and the thermal conductivity of the partition, the dimensionless partition thicknesses varied from (0.05, 0.1 and 0.2), and three dimensionless partition positions (0.25, 0.5 and 0.75), The results show that the average Nusselt number increases with the Rayleigh number but decreases with partition thickness. It is also found that the partition position has a negligible effect on the average Nusselt number for the whole range of Rayleigh number considered. The effect of the seasons, solar radiation and the thickness of the glazing influence any solar system, that was proved on a solar device in the experiment made by . The works of (Benabderrahmane et al., 2017) shows that the use of dimpled absorber can enhance the performance of the parabolic trough collector. (Ghodbane et al., 2017) , studied the use of the parabolic trough collector as a solar system for heating water, the study based on numerical simulation.
The objective of this study is to see the improvement of the flat solar efficiency by adding the partitions on the inside face of the glazing and to see the effect of the partitions on the thermal losses by natural convection.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Mathematical formulation of the problem.
The studied geometry is a rectangular cavity contains partitions attached to the glazing. In this study we focused on the effect convective, which is happening within the air gap. We tested the height of the cavity (H) and its length (L) and the dimensionless length of partitions (Lp). The problem is being studied is two-dimensional. (1) g. The power density dissipated is negligible.
After simplifications, the equations of the problem will be Sacadura (1980) . 
The continuity:
The continuity equation is written:
(2)
The equation of a quantity of movement:
Following equation of the quantity of movement is written:
The equation of energy:
the energy equation is written:
The average Nusselt number is given by the expression:
Method of resolution:
The previous equations are solved by the use of the software Fluent based on the Finite Volume Method, which presented by Spalding et al., (1972) . This method is based on the discretization of the transport equation for volumes finished discreet. The coupling pressure-Speed is treaty to the aid of the algorithm Simpler.
Validation and verification
In order to verify the accuracy of the numerical results obtained in the present work. A validation of the numerical code was made taking into account certain numerical studies available in the literature. The results by Amraqui (2009) obtained a square cavity in 2D, (containing air), has been used to test our simulation by the fluent software. Based on the comparisons of the isotherms, see Table 1 . streamlines and the values of the average Nusselt number in the Nusselt obtained means with the code for the calculation fluent with the results of references. Our results are similar and in agreement with those presented by different authors with a percentage of acceptable error. Thus, the comparison presents an excellent concordance, which allowed us to validate our procedure for numerical simulation.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this work, the studied phenomenon is the natural convection in a rectangular cavity partitioned. The Inferior wall (the absorber) is aluminum, and the outer wall (the glazing) is glass. The cavity (the air gap of the thermal solar collector) contain the air. The objective is to study the influence of partitions (their lengths and number) on the heat transfer in the cavity. In this study it was assumed a Rayleigh number is Ra=2.51. Thermal conductivity : λ=0.0257
Dynamic viscosity: μ=1.81.
The length of the collector is L=1m and its high is H=0.025m. The temperature of the absorber is Tc=310K, and the temperature of the glazing is Tf =290 K. The thickness of the partitions is e=0.0025m. The number of Rayleigh is calculated by the expression:
Ra= Gr. Pr
The number of grashof is calculated by the expression:
To choose a good mesh, it has calculated the value of the Nusselt number means for different mesh sizes: 20  400, 30  600 and 40  800. The results are presented in the 
Nu
Given that the variation in the number of average Nusselt is not significant between the meshes 30  600 and 40  800. Thus, we chosed the last mesh. It considers that the solar collector is placed horizontally perpendicular to the field of gravity and the temperature gradient. The results obtained are presented below:
1. Effect of the length of the partition Lp Figure 5 shows the isotherms for different values of Lp and for a number of partitions equal to 30. We note a variation in the distribution of the temperatures in the air gap. It increases the length of partitions, which means the influence of Lp on the thermal transfer by natural convection in the air gap, therefore it is concluded that in the vertical case the increase in the length of partitions cause a variation of thermal transfer by natural convection therefore a variation of thermal losses toward the outside. The movement of the fluid is forced to be close to the absorber. Figure 11 shows the isotherms for different numbers of partitions, in order to study the influence of the number of partitions, it has set their length to Lp =0.4, and there has varied their number from 0 to 30. We note in this figure that the increase in the number of partitions cause a variation in the distribution of the temperatures in the air gap of the solar collector, therefore an influence on the performance of the solar collector.
Effect of the number of partitions
The dynamic field: the dynamic field in the form of streamlines and velocity vectors Figure  9 represents streamlines for different numbers of partitions N, varying from 0 to 30, and lenght of Lp=0.4. We noted that the increase in N cause a variation of velocity values. It follows that the presence of partitions has an influence on the convective movements of the air. Thus, an influence on the performance of the solar thermal solar collector. Figure 12 shows the streamlines for different numbers of partitions to a length of 0.4. We noted that the movement of the air is close to the absorber below the partitions and form of waves when there is an increase in the number of partitions. This means an impediment of convective movements of the air in the air gap, this impediment cause a reduction of losses convective. It is observed that the reduction is at a maximum when N=30. 
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CONCLUSION
The effect of number and length of partitions is studied numerically. The result can be concluded that:  The presence of partitions causes a decrease in the value of average Nusselt, therefore a minimization of thermal losses to the ambient.  The value Lp=0.4 is the optimal value of the length of partitions.  The number of partitions must be superior than 10.  The increase in the length of the partitions cause a diminution the flow exchanged by convection.  The increase in the number of partitions causes a decrease in the value of average Nusselt, and therefore a minimization of thermal losses toward the outside, by the impediment of convective movements of the air.
